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Project
Title: “Tracing Attacks Through Non-Cooperative 
Networks and Stepping Stones Using Timing-Based 
Watermarking”

Dates
October 2003-March 2005 (phase I)

April 2005-March 2006 (optional phase II)

Participants
NC State: Douglas Reeves, Peng Ning, Fang Feng, Hua Li, 
Ayman Shaker, Pai Peng, Young June Pyun

George Mason U.: Xinyuan Wang

DoD: Richard Brackney, Kim Morgenstern, Michael Oehler, 
Clinton Carr

NEW!



“Tracing Attacks Through Non-Cooperative Networks and Stepping Stones 
with Timing-Based Watermarking” Douglas S. Reeves and Peng Ning

Features
Uses packet timing analysis for attack 

attribution

Actively watermarks traffic to assist tracing

Can be made arbitrarily robust by increasing 

the level of redundancy

Difficult for attacker to detect; uses random 

packet selection, delays

Objectives
Identify source of attacks

Overcome encryption, stepping stones, timing 

perturbation, other anonymizing techniques

Work even across non-cooperating networks

Be robust against active efforts to evade

Schedule

Basic Idea

Correlation of packet timing
across stepping stones 

allows traffic to be traced 
almost unnoticeably

Technology transfer, acceptance testing 
and training

*

Investigate solutions to advanced 
techniques, report

**

Implement solutions to system implementation 
issues, demo and deliver

*

Create solutions to system implementation issues, 
report

*

Implement and test solutions to enhanced techniques, deliver 
and demo

*

Create solutions to enhanced anonymity techniques, report**

Implement on-line (real-time) kernel-level watermarking method, deliver and 
demo

*

Implement off-line watermarking method, deliver and demonstrate*
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Problem / Objectives
Attackers conceal their origin by using stepping stones

Correlating traffic across stepping stones is very difficult 
because the headers and payloads may be transformed 

Solution: use traffic timing for correlation

Objectives
correlate traffic across stepping stones with 100% success rate 
and 0% error rate

method should be difficult to detect, and difficult to defeat

method should be scalable
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Threat Model
Attackers are using unprotected hosts to launch attacks 
on important network assets and hide their identity

the attacker may have total control of the unprotected host

Attackers will expect tracing is being done and will use 
countermeasures to evade tracing

The defenders have… 
passive observational capabilities at some (but not all) places 
inside the network

active traffic control capabilities at least near the networked 
assets
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Approach
1) Modify the traffic timing so that it uniquely characterizes 

the flow
assumption: timing perturbations (noise) by network and 
stepping stones will be bounded

2) Timing modification = a watermark
a random bit string of user-specified length

inter-packet delays (of randomly chosen packet pairs) are 
quantized (digitized) to embed this bit string

use error correction to increase the noise margin

3) Notify one or more detectors of the watermark 
parameters used
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Architecture

Victim

Router

timing pattern

Watermark
generator

watermark
parameters

Detector

Embedder

Embedder

Analyst

Detector

Detector

Detector

Detector

Detector

AS
ASAS

Attacker

AS
Router

AS

“watermark detected”

“watermark detected” attack traffic
(bidirectional)

NEW 
ILLUSTRATION
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System Interface
Inputs (from analyst)
1. what flow to watermark

2. length of watermark

3. robustness requirements

4. detection threshold

5. embedding method to use

6. what detectors to notify

Outputs (from detectors)
1. watermark detected

2. in what flow detected

3. number of bits in agreement (i.e., confidence level)

4. detector ID

NEW!
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Sketch of Watermarking Method
1. Discretize the timing interval I between two packets by 

adding delay to the second packet
two levels (0 or 1): 1-bit watermark

2. Discretize the average timing interval Iavg between m
packet pairs by adding delay to the 2nd packet of each 
pair

3. Do this for l packet pairs (= l-bit watermark) for noise 
tolerance
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Results for IID Random Perturbations
Proofs of claims under some conditions
+
Experimental  confirmation

True Positive Rate Comparsion between 
IPDCorr and IPCWMCorr with Perturb
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Claims
1. The watermark uniquely identifies a flow 

2. The watermark is strong enough to survive a) the 
network b) the stepping stone c) the attacker

3. The watermarks can be generated efficiently

“We can achieve simultaneously…
(i) arbitrarily high watermark detection rate and 
(ii) arbitrarily low watermark collision rate

with 

arbitrarily small average timing adjustment

arbitrarily large (but bounded) IID random timing perturbations of

arbitrary distribution”
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Expected Threat Coverage
This method will be able to trace traffic of an attacker 
who uses…

TCP/IP

stepping stones completely controlled by attacker

encryption

most application types (telnet, ssh, ftp, http, …)

active timing perturbation to evade tracing
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Assumptions / Limitations
1) Attacker knows the watermarking method, but does not 

know the specific watermarking parameters being used

2) There is an upper limit, or bound, on the maximum delay 
the attacker is willing to perturb the traffic by to defeat 
correlation

3) There are a sufficient number of packets in the flow in 
which to embed the watermark
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Vulnerabilities
Can we keep the watermarking parameters secret?

Will there be enough packets to use for tracing?

Will defenders have enough observation+control points?

No claims (currently) about effectiveness against 
advanced attacker anonymization techniques? E.g…

application proxies / gateways

mixnets

camoflaging / padding

onion routing
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A New Embedding Method
Our first embedding method uses error correction / 
redundancy (average of multiple IPDs per watermark 
bit); works great! ☺

Problem: need all the IPDs in advance, or else the last 
IPD must be delayed by a “substantial” amount 

New method
select (randomly) two groups of packets, of same size

to embed 0, add delay to packets in first group (decrease
average IPD below a threshold)

to embed 1, add delay to packets in second group (increase
average IPD above a threshold)

NEW!
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Properties of the New Method
Timing adjustment of each IPD is independent of other 
IPDs ☺

Not guaranteed we can embed watermark in arbitrary 
packet trace 

Otherwise, retains all the desirable properties of the 
previous method ☺

NEW!
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A New Attack (Timing Perturbation)
The “Batch Release” (traffic light) perturbation

incoming packets are queued for p seconds (light is red)

queued packets are released at line speed (light is green)

Repeat

Intended to represent a particularly difficult or aggressive 
perturbation for watermarks

NEW!
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Unmodified Traffic Trace
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Comparison of Old and New Methods on Batch Release Perturbation
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NEW!
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Attacker Countermeasures

Mixnets
Onion routing

~ Padding / camoflage

Fragmentation, re-packetization
Dropping and retransmission
Reordering
Duplicates
Low and slow attacks
Splitting and merging of traffic

Source address spoofing
Payload encryption
Stepping stones
Timing perturbations (deliberate or otherwise)

Includes…

IIAdvanced

IBEnhanced

IABasic

PhaseCategory

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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Accomplishments…

Real-time tracingDeveloped new embedding method

TCP effectsWatermark byte timing rather than 
packet timing

Resolve tracing ambiguity 
(loops)

Solved serialization problem

Demonstrate practical 
effectiveness

Developed real-time (kernel level) 
implementation

Explore capabilities, effect of 
parameter choices

Developed offline simulator

Basis of solutionCreated a watermarking method

Helps with…Accomplishment

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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(…cont’d)

Practical deploymentParallel flow analysis in real-time

Helps with…Accomplishment

Some outputs
CCS 2003 paper

SAC 2004 paper

ARDA / DoD site visit, June 8 2004

3rd place in ACM Student Research Competition 
(awarded June 8, 2004)

REALLY 

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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Experiments Conducted Until Now
Both off-line (simulator) and on-line (real-time kernel-
level) methods have been implemented 

and delivered to ARDA

Have run lots (hundreds) of variations of
traffic types

perturbation types and amounts

watermarking parameters

Our claims have been validated 
for basic countermeasures 

and some enhanced countermeasures

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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“Break the System”

This week  
you are cordially invited 
to try out our software 

(watermarking, perturbation, detection) 
on a real testbed with real traffic

NEW!
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Tests Planned “Soon”…
Across the Internet (using PlanetLab)

Detection of many flows in parallel (LAN speeds)

Effects of LAN congestion, NATs, Internet delays, …

Using TCP/IP (retransmissions, duplicates, reordering, 
fragmentation, repacketization)

Using Telnet and/or SSH (with padding enabled)

“Low and slow” traffic?

“Splitting and merging”

added

added
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(…cont’d)
Metrics

success (detection) and error (false alarm) rates

# of packets required

Phase I goals: methods should work against…
all basic countermeasures

some or all of enhanced countermeasures
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Scalability / Generalizability
A very general technique

no constraints on traffic
small-scale and large-scale networks
reactive or proactive tracing
other uses: application-level operations, system calls…?

But…

Can we detect watermarks in traffic at router speeds?
don’t know (not in scope of current project ☺)

Will we have enough detection points?
don’t (yet) know how many are needed
don’t know what constraints of the intelligence community are
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Schedule and Plans
= Done

= in progress

= not started

Today

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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Technology Readiness Levels

Today: Level 4 (“Component and/or breadboard validation in laboratory 
environment.  Basic technological components are integrated to establish that they 
will work together.”)

End of Phase I: Level 5 (“Component and/or breadboard validation in 
relevant environment. The basic components are integrated with reasonably realistic 

supporting elements so it can be tested in a simulated environment.”) or Level 6
(“System model or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment. 
Representative model or prototype system is tested in a simulated operational 
environment.”)

End of Phase II: Level 7? (“System prototype demonstration in an 
operational environment. Prototype near, or at, planned operational system.  
Demonstration of an actual system prototype in an operational environment.”

NEW!
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Conclusions
Timing-based watermarking works

If not, the attackers win 

Worries
maintaining secrecy of parameters

# of packets needed to make it really robust

advanced countermeasures, including padding


